Gary Davis was recently poisoned at an airport. Relatives say he was on his way to a foreign country {to use his cure for AIDS}.
No the question is if this man really didn't have the cure for AIDS then, why was he poisoned why did he feel the need to go to a foreign country to give people his cure in the first place. Doesn't this murder prove he had the cure for AIDS. Lets look at the murder scene; he is in an airport to travel to a foreign country because he had been receiving threatening messages/running from the American government for months. He is located and poisoned at the airport. Maybe its just me/ common sense but this whole situation sounds like some foul play.

This man have developed a cure for AIDS so Why is he receiving Death treats? Why was his laboratory burned down? Why did he have to leave the USA to live in hiding abroad? Read below:

On December 24, 1992, a family practice physician (MD) from Tulsa, Oklahoma by the name of Dr. Gary R. Davis formed an interesting hypothesis. His theory centers on the fact that an immune competent animal will produce immediate antibodies in response to foreign protein. The immunologic response to that foreign protein predictably comprises both humeral and cellular response, and this immune response produced an immune modulator. These immune globulins may be transported to a member of a different species by serum transfusion simple administration.

Using this approach, Dr. Davis determined that this immune modulation could be produced in one animal species which In turn could be used for treatment in another (humans). Once he was able to identify the immune modulator, he then successfully determined the protein sequence and was able to reproduce it in a laboratory. The outcome of his laboratory data clearly demonstrated that HIV can be inhibited; ultimately leading to a conclusion that cell fusion can be prevented in-vitro.

The Serum

Dr. Davis's serum, known as BB:7075, is a proprietary biological agent produced from immunized goat blood plasma. It is used to treat individuals diagnosed with HIV and advancing stages of AIDS. In essence, it is a combination of Biological Immune Stimulating Proteins (BISP), called immune modulators.

BB:7075 is developed through the extraction of serum from a sterile goat that has been Immunized with a series of specific strains of the HIV virus under extremely controlled conditions. The extracted serum is then precipitated and modified using proprietary techniques to make it suitable for use in humans. Dr. Davis's technique focuses on the theory of "Stop Fusion", which stops a virus from entering new body cells and stopping infected cells and virus mutation before it can establish a beachhead in the
body. His type of treatment is referred to as a fusion inhibition, as a result of immune modulation.

BB: 7075 not only stops the growth, but reverses the damage already done by preventing the development of newly infected cells. During the compassionate treatment of several hundred patients overseas, BB:7075 has been shown to produce considerable improvement in two important measures of health - a significant decrease of HIV viral load in the human body and a marked increase in healthy immune system T cells. As the patients ability to fight infections returns, patients report returning to normal activities that they were not able to do because of their weakened state. After viral loads become undetectable and CD4+ counts return to normal, treatments end and patients return to normal activities with no after effects of AIDS. Ongoing monitoring has revealed patients fully treated do not suffer a relapse of the virus and remain symptom free with no side effects. To date, the treatment has been found effective in over 600 patients.

How does it work?

Dr. Davis's serum works much like antivenin, a long existing and highly effective medical treatment produced from the antibodies of a horse, and given to humans when bitten by a poisonous snake.